November 02, 2020 – West Chester, PA
Metabo Corporation, a leading German international manufacturer of professional-grade cordless and corded hand-held power tools and accessories in the US, introduces their new ASC 145 Duo Charger.

The ASC 145 Duo Charger (627497000) is the next generation of Metabo charging technology. As the demand for higher-performing cordless tools grows, so does the need for having fully charged batteries in less time.

"This Best in Class charger can take on Metabo's full range of battery packs, 12v, 18v, or 36v and simultaneously charge two batteries. The ASC 145 Duo Charger is especially helpful for Metabo 36v tools that require 2X 18v batteries or high demand tools like cordless angle grinders, or in production drilling or fastening applications, where always having a charged battery is critical " said Terry Tuerk, Metabo's Senior Product Manager.

The Charger can fully charge Metabo's compact 2.0 Li-ion battery in 10 minutes, the compact 4.0 Ah LiHD battery pack in 30 minutes, and an 8.0 Ah LiHD battery pack in 59 minutes. The ASC 145 Charger features Metabo's Ultra-M Air-Cooled Technology, which gently cools down the battery packs during the charging process, resulting in longer battery life and shorter charging times, quicker than those of the competition.

The ASC 145 Duo Charger is a compact and space-saving solution; it can sit on the desktop or has two keyholes for hanging on a wall. It also features 2 USB outlets to charge your phone or tablet whenever needed, all while only using one plug/outlet!
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ABOUT METABO: Engineered in Germany, Metabo's premium line of power tools are designed specifically for professional users to provide the highest level of safety, reliability, and performance. Metabo manufactures both corded and cordless power tools, as well as a full line of abrasives and accessories for metalworking, concrete and many other industrial and construction applications. Our extensive line of tools includes angle grinders, die grinders, drills, rotary hammers and dustless systems. Also, the Metabo Ultra-M LiHD battery technology offers users the mobility and power for the most demanding industrial applications.
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